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Preface
CARD4L stands for CEOS (Committee of Earth Observation Satellites) Analysis Ready Data for Land. This satellite data
has been processed to a minimum set of requirements and organized into a form, that allows immediate analysis with
minimum user effort. Sentinel Hub provides full archive of global Sentinel-1 data, processed based on a CARD4L NRB
(Normalised Radar Backscatter) requirement, greatly reducing the complexity of SAR data. A CARD4L tool has been
developed, to help our users request CARD4L compliant Sentinel-1 data, using a user friendly interface.
To make an order for CARD4L data, you will need to be logged into the Requests Builder CARD4L Tool. To do so, you will
need a Sentinel Hub account. As CARD4L Tool requests are batch processing requests, you will need an Enterprise (S or
L) account.
This tutorial will guide you step by step in how to use the tool in detail, how to send requests and download data.

Image 1: Sentinel-1 imagery of Lagos, Nigeria. Acquired on March 2, 2021.
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Quick Start
For a quick start, the users can send a default request using only 7 steps. Running a default request will upload the
following to the temporary bucket: 5 bands (VV, VH, mask (a combination od shadowMask and dataMask), scattering
area, local incidence angle) in 20 meter resolution, userData (intermediate metadata used to produce final CARD4L
metadata), and CARD4L metadata.
In the following chapters, all the options of the CARD4L Tool and necessary steps are explained in detail.
Make a quick default order in just 7 steps:
Go to the Requests Builder CARD4L Tool and Login to your Sentinel Hub account.
Select the desired time range and area of interest.
Click Search and analyze in the Output Information panel.
Check the estimated area size and the number of datatakes in the Information panel below.
When ready, confirm the order by clicking the Confirm button in the Output Information panel.
In the Information panel, check the status of the request. Click Refresh tiles to update the status of the
request. When done, DONE will be displayed in the top right corner of the Information panel.
7. To download the data, navigate to the folder on your computer where you want your data downloaded,
open command prompt and run the code displayed at the bottom of your order in the Information panel.
Note that to follow this step, you will need AWS CLI set up. See chapter 7.1 for more information.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Search Options
3.1 S1 Settings

In S1 Settings, you can set various Sentinel-1 related options. Check our documentation to read about all the
available options at the following links:
• Resampling: here and here
• Acquisition Mode
• Polarization
• Resolution
• Orbit Direction
A note on polarization: If dual polarization DV is selected, bands VV and VH will be added to the evalscript. If dual
polarization DH is selected, bands VH and HH will be added to the evalscript. Alternatively, any single polarization
can be selected, adding the band to the evalscript.

3.2 Time Range and Area of Interest
In Time Range, select the time range of your request. In the Area of Interest, you will select your bounding box or a
polygon, that will set the bounds of your resulting image. You can do so in 3 ways:
•
•
•

Use the tools to draw your bounding box or polygon directly.
Write the coordinates into the window on the right. Click the Parse Geometry button, to update the request
to fit your inserted coordinates.
Import your geometry using a KML or a GeoJSON by clicking on the Upload KML/GeoJSON button.

Expand the CRS dropdown menu on top to select either EPSG4326 or EPSG3857 coordinate system.
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Configure the Evalscript
By default, the evalscript output includes the following Sentinel-1 bands: HH, HV, scatteringArea, localIncidenceAngle
and mask (a combination of shadowMask and dataMask bands). Note that if you significantly change the evalscript
(e.g. adding an RGB composite output), this may disrupt the CARD4L metadata, as it can't interpret user intent. Aside
from metadata, you can use the evalscript to produce any image/tif output you'd like.

The evalscript is tied to the Responses panel, where each of the responses is defined. The response Identifier is
referenced in the evalscript function setup(), where each band is set up as its own output, with its own best
fitting format (sampleType) and no-data value. The Responses panel is located right below the time range and
between the Area of Interest and Sentinel-1 Settings panels. Click on the Show Responses toggle button to display
them.

If you would like to remove one of the bands from the evalscript, you will have to remove it from the function
setup(), from the function evaluatePixel() and from the responses in the Responses panel.
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To add a response, click on Add Response, give it an identifier and reference it in the function setup() and
function evaluatePixel() in the evalscript below.

Output Information
5.1 Tiling Grids and Resolution
CARD4L tool supports 4 tiling grids. Each grid has its own available resolutions. Select your desired grid and resolution
from the Grid and Resolution dropdown lists.

In the request, a tiling grid is specified with a corresponding ID number (0, 1, 2 or 3), like so: "tilingGrid": {"id":
2, "resolution": 60}. In this case, tiling grid 2 (which corresponds to a 100 km grid), with a resolution of 60 m, was

selected. The table below lists all the grids, their ID numbers and resolutions, available in the CARD4L tool.
Grid
20km
10km
100km
WGS 48 1 degree

ID
0
1
2
3

Available Resolutions
10, 20, 60
meters
10, 20
meters
60, 120, 240, 360
meters
0.0002
degrees

To learn more about each grid, consult our batch documentation.

5.2 Temporary Bucket
By default, your data will be downloaded to a temporary bucket, so the sh.s1-card4l.eu-central-1.nasa. A
CARD4L temporary bucket is a requester pays bucket, which means, that the person requesting data is paying for
data transfer (as opposed to a bucket owner paying for data transfer).
In case the temporary bucket is used, the results will always have the following path: s3://sh.s1card4l.eucentral- 1.nasa/order_/s1_rtc/…
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5.3 Personal Bucket
5.3.1 Set up Your Bucket
To use a personal bucket, configure it in the AWS S3 data storage.
When creating a bucket, follow the guidelines here, to configure your bucket to be used with Sentinel Hub. Note that
since Sentinel-1 data is on eu-central-1, the bucket location should be set to eu-central-1 for CARD4L data.
1.
2.
3.
4.

After creating an AWS account, go to your AWS S3 bucket console.
In the Buckets panel, click the orange Create Bucket button.
In the General configuration, write the name of your bucket in the Bucket name dialog box.
Choose the eu-central-1 location from the AWS Region dropdown menu. When done, scroll to the bottom
of the page and click the orange Create Bucket button.
5. From the list of your buckets in the Buckets panel, select your newly created bucket and open the
Permissions tab.
6. Click the Edit button in the Permissions tab and copy this code into the scripting window. Don't forget to
replace the <bucket_name> with the name of your bucket. Your bucket can be named anything - a couple of
examples include myBucket, bucket-for-batch, my-personal-bucket, or sh.s1-card4l.eu-central-1.nasa. In
this example, we named the bucket myBucket.
7. When done, scroll down and click on the orange Save changes button.
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5.3.2 Choose Personal Bucket as Output
To use a personal bucket instead of a temporary one, disable the Using temporary bucket toggle button in the
Output Information panel. This will bring up additional options. Write the name of your bucket into the Bucket
Name field of the Output Information panel. You can check the name of your bucket on your AWS S3 console; for
example, in the previous chapter, we named the bucket myBucket, as you can see on the image above, and so we
would simply write myBucket into this field. Whatever the name of your bucket, copy it in.
Doing so, the name of your bucket will be added to the S3 endpoint like so: s3://yourBucketName/…

When using a personal bucket, you can also modify the path to your data.

5.3.3 Set the Prefix
Note: Make sure to change the prefix each time you make a request to upload data to your personal bucket or
delete any data that is already there, as data cannot be overwritten.
Auto-generated prefix
If you use the auto-generated prefix, your data will be uploaded into a folder called <request_datetime>. For
example: s3://myBucket/order_2021-02-26T16:13:33Z/s1_rtc/…
Custom Prefix
To replace the auto-generated prefix with your own, disable the Include auto-generated prefix toggle button, and
add a prefix to your bucket name in the Bucket Name field, like so: myBucket/myPrefix, which will change the
output of your data like this: s3://myBucket/myPrefix/s1_rtc/…
You can add more than one prefix to the Bucket Name field, like so: myBucket/myPrefix/myPrefix2, which will
change your path to: s3://myBucket/myPrefix/myPrefix2/s1_rtc/…
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No prefix
If you disable the Include auto-generated prefix option, you can simply just enter your bucket name without a prefix,
which will result in the path starting like this: s3://myBucket/s1_rtc /…
Path preview
Click on the green Show Preview button in the Output Information panel. This will display the whole batch request.
Scroll down, and at the bottom under the defaultTilePath parameter, you will see the path displayed. Each time you
change a prefix or any other parameter of the request, you can use the preview window to check the changes.

Data Ingestion
6.1 Placing and Confirming the order
When all the parameters above are configured, click on the Search and analyze button in the Output information
panel to search for data.
When searching is done, the Information panel will display the amount of Datatakes in your chosen time range. A
Datatake is equivalent to one data acquisition. As Datatakes can overlap, the Number of distinct dates is also
displayed. The panel will also display your Total Area in square kilometers (bottom left).
To estimate how much the order will consume, we recommend you to check the Total Area (in sqKm) field, as it
depends on both your time-range and area of interest. When you're ready with your setup, click the Confirm button
in the Output Information panel (bottom right).
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When you're ready with your setup and the order size, click the Confirm button in the Output Information panel
(top right).

6.2 Ingestion Status
The Information panel gives the information on how much datatakes the order will consume before the
confirmation and displays the order status - it lists finished orders, displays the number of ingested and failed tiles
and lets the user know when the order is finished.
When you click the Confirm button, one Sentinel Hub Batch API request is started for each dataTake. Each of those
will typically process many tiles and the output of each tile is one folder in the S3 bucket.
If you click on the Latest Request button in the Information panel, you will see the current status of your request.
For example, on the image below, you can see the status of the request is PROCESSING, 0 tiles are PROCESSED, and
10 are PENDING. You can also see the creation date of the order and the amount of batch requests.

To refresh the status, click on the green Refresh Tiles button. PENDING tiles will move to SCHEDULED and then
PROCESSING, until they are PROCESSED.
A request can be:
• fully processed -> status DONE,
• failed (all tiles failed) -> status FAILED
• partially processed (not all tiles were ingested) -> status PARTIAL
If you click on the Get all your requests button, you will see all your requests and their statuses. On the image below
you can see 4 orders listed - one currently processing, one done, and 2 partial. In the open partial order, you can see
that 321 tiles were processed, and 4 tiles failed the ingestion process.
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Sometimes it happens, that tile ingestion fails. If all tiles failed, this will set your order status to FAILED. If you changed
the evalscript, a mistake in the evalscript could be a reason for a failed request. If only some tiles fail, this will set your
order status to PARTIAL. Any intermittent processing issues will usually set your request to PARTIAL and not FAILED.
As one order is made of many batch requests, partial batch requests can get restarted, but fully failed ones cannot. To
restart failed tiles, click on the Restart failed request button, which will restart all the partial batch requests in your
CARD4L request. If you get an error saying "0 batch requests restarted. Only requests with status PARTIAL will be
restarted", that means your failed tiles are together a full failed batch request, or several of them, which cannot be
restarted.

Downloading Data
7.1 Install and Configure AWS CLI for Data Access
In order to access requested data, you will need an account on AWS (Amazon Web Services) and be signed in to the
console. Note that you will need to pay for the transfer of data from the AWS bucket to your computer.
First, download and install the AWS CLI by following the tutorial here. To check if the AWS CLI is installed, go to your
command prompt and write in aws --version. If you get the version displayed, it is successfully installed.
When installed, follow this guide to get your client credentials and follow this guide for configuring AWS CLI.
1. Go to your account and select My Security Credentials.
2. In Security Credentials, open Access keys (access key ID and secret access key).
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3. Click on the blue Get new access key button.
4. A dialog box will open, asking you if you would like to download your access key file. Click on the Download
Key File button. This will download a CSV file to your computer, where your AWS access key and AWS secret
key will be displayed.

5. Configure AWS CLI by running aws configure in your command prompt. When you do so, you will be asked
to copy in the AWS access key and secret from your downloaded CSV file.

If you run into errors, make sure you're using the latest version of the AWS CLI and check the possible error solutions
here.
When your AWS CLI is installed and configured, you will be able to access your ordered data following the steps
below.

7.2 Download Data to Your Computer
To download data from the bucket to your computer, you should:
1. In command prompt, navigate to the folder, where you want your data downloaded by entering command
cd <path> (for example: cd C:\Users\msebela\Desktop\s1_rtc).
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2. Copy the command that you can see on the bottom of your order in Requests Builder CARD4L Tool. There
will be a download command for each of your orders.

Note: When using a temporary bucket, --request-payer flag needs to be added next to the command, as the
requester pays the transfer. This flag shouldn't be used with personal buckets.
Temporary bucket example:

aws s3 sync s3://sh.s1-card4l.eu-central-1.nasa/order_2021-03-01T22:21:10Z/ ./ --request-payer

Personal bucket example:

aws s3 sync s3://myBucket/order_2021-02-26T16:13:33Z/ ./

7.3 Copying Data from Bucket to Bucket
In your command prompt, run the following command, where bucket-target is your bucket, into which you are
copying data from the source bucket:
aws s3 sync s3://BUCKET-SOURCE/myPrefix s3://BUCKET-TARGET/myOtherPrefix

Check also this source on how to copy data between buckets.
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Where to Find … ?
8.1 Output Data Structure
The tile path is as follows:

The first part of the path dependens on whether you're using a personal or temporary bucket, and if you are using
any prefixes, as is explained in chapter 6.2.2. In this case, a temporary bucket was used.
The path then continues with the folder s1_rtc, where you will find one folder for each tile, referenced as
<tileName> above. Each of the <tileName> folders includes a <datatakeYear> - a folder with all the years for your
data (e.g. 2017, 2018, 2019), following by the <datatakeMonth> - 12 months in the selected year (01 - 12), followed
by the <datatakeDay> - specific days in the selected month, when data was available (e.g. 09, 11, 21, 23), followed
by the <datatake-id> - the final folder with the ID for the selected dataTake (e.g. 01D728), where you can find all
the tif bands and metadata files.
The name of the .tif, .json and .xml files follow the following naming structure:
s1_rtc_<datatake-id>_<tileName>_<datatakeYear>_<datatakeMonth>_<datatakeDay>_<outputId>.<format>
where <outputId> is the ID referenced in the evalscript (e.g. MASK, AREA, VH).

The following structure displays the nesting structure of the folders after data is downloaded to a computer,
corresponding to a path above and a final path of
\s1_rtc\S07E035\2017\07\23\01D728\s1_rtc_01D728_S07E035_2017_07_23_VH.tif for the VH tiff file.
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8.2 How to get Metadata
Metadata is a separate process and is automatically triggered if data is requested using the CARD4L tool. This
process can take some time (up to an hour) and it will begin after the batch request is finished (order status: DONE).
The metadata files will be on the bucket, in the final folder next to your tif files.
For each dataTake (for each <datatake-id> folder), two files will appear, with the name ending in metadata.json
and metadata.xml, where CARD4L metadata is located.
Note that CARD4L metadata cannot be modified by users, as it outputs a STAC compatible .json and .xml files with
CARD4L metadata.
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